FUNDING FOR ALTERNATIVE FINANCE ACROSS THE WORLD

Crowdcredit provides debt capital to peer to peer lending platforms, balance sheet lenders, microfinance institutions, leasing/factoring originators or infrastructure, renewable, Development Project on a global basis through its crowdfunding platform in Japan.
WE OPTIMIZE CAPITAL FLOW IN GLOBAL CREDIT MARKETS

CrowdCredit connects borrowers who are suffering from funding gaps despite their high ROA potentials and investors with limited credit investment opportunities despite their abundant capital, on a global basis.
“Marketplace” to lend globally
-Japan money flow to the world
“Marketplace” to lend globally

Provides debt capital to borrowers across the world through business partnership with originators, or finances originators themselves.

Collaborates with local originators

Marketplace
- Crowdcredit
- mfx
- Fellow Finance
- Bondora
- Savvy
- KobraNzas
- Ovamba

Originators
- Marketplace
- Payday Loans
- Secured Car Loans
- Personal Loans
- Non-Performing Loans
- Trade Finance
Investors invest in fund that underlies the loan between Crowdcredit LLC and Crowdcredit Estonia ou (our foreign investment vehicle). We raise fund twice a month. Application period is around 2 weeks, and we will grant a loan within 7-8 business days since application period is closed. Each loan amount will be determined after the close of application period but we will raise fund through close communication with your company.

All Terms & Conditions are to be discussed. Incl. term, interest rate, currency and target volume etc.

They will be determined based on your credit and preference.
Total Fund Issuance (As of 2017/9/29, USDmn)

Fund Diversification

- South America, 23.3%
- Africa, 18.3%
- Europe, 58.4%

Fund type

- Secured car loan, 0.9%
- Personal loan, 9.3%
- Non-performing loan, 23.3%
- Trade finance, 18.3%
- Loan to balance sheet lenders, 48.9%